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OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

OUR ESSENCE

We are The Spice Solution; the best source for

fine flavour hot peppers for our clients.

To be leaders in the production and processing

of fine flavour hot peppers and create

prosperity in our community.

We love agriculture, from its origin to the community that surrounds it. We produce,

adapt, and process hot peppers, allowing for our clients’ flexibilities and always ensuring

quality and food safety. With this opportunity-based growth model, we strive to have a

positive impact on our community and thus become agents of change.
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Where We Are707 Hectares Farmed

371 Hectares Farmed

Truly Global Reach
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ECUADOR

PERU

UCHU Network

Countries served

*data source: World Bank

Population: 17.6 M

GNI per capita (Atlas): USD $5,530

Urban population: 64%

Population under

the Poverty Line:
33%

Population: 32.9 M

GNI per capita (Atlas): USD $6,030

Urban population: 78%

Population under

the Poverty Line:
21%

Processing plant



SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

FINANCIAL
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549 active smallholder farmers
47% of employees throughout organization are women
117 direct collaborators in the organization
Over 3,100 family members directly benefiting from our work

1,077 hectares farmed
Over 19 million seedlings planted
68 heirloom hot pepper varieties preserved in Seed Bank

Over $1.7 million USD paid out to smallholder farmers
100% of smallholder farmers with access to formal bank accounts
$105,000 USD worth of inputs and fertilizers directly distributed
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Our Peppers
We are located at the cradle of hot peppers, and are
extremely proud of this heritage. In fact, UCHU means hot
pepper in Quechua, the native language of the Andes
Mountains. Since 1969, we have been growing hot peppers
in South America. In this time, not only the amount farmed
has increased, but the varieties of peppers in our portfolio.

68 varieties of hot peppers are held in our Seed Bank, from
all species in the Capsicum genus. All of these pepper are
open-pollinated and non-GMO. Just over 25 of these
varieties are commercial, and grown by our network of
smallholder farmers.

Our peppers range from Mild to Super Hot, with different
aromas, taste, and pungency profiles. Each of these peppers
also have unique ideal growing conditions and require
specific care.

It Starts Here
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Carolina

Reaper

Trinidad

Scorpion
Bhut

Jolokia

Congo Habanero RocotoWiri Wiri Charapita Malagueta

Pequin Miskiuchu
Scotch

BonnetSerrano Mochero Limo

Jalapeño Escabeche CriolloShishito Lágrima

Super

Hot

Hot

Medium

Mild
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Peppers

We specialize in heirloom and fine
flavor peppers that range widely in
their heat, flavor, and aroma



The Seed Lab
Nursery and Agricultural R&D

Patricia Pilar, Ecuador
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Pepperrrs



Our Process
Quality Assured and Traceable
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Our Products and Presentations

BIG BAGBARRELS/DRUMSDOYPACKSBUCKETS/PAILSCARDBOARD BOX

1000 kg bags220 kg /55 gallon
500 grs

10/20 kg
1 gallon
5 gallon

4/10/20 kg

MASHED/PUREED BRINED SMOKED DEHYDRATED

Fermented
Acidified
Smoked

Whole
Sliced
Cubed

Dried whole
Dried flakes
Dried powder

Whole
Flaked
Powder
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Process

All our varieties are available in several different types of preparations and packaging



Our Standards and Certifications

Certifications

Memberships and Standards
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Process

We work to secure certifications that align with industry standards and benefit our

workers, consumers, communities, and the environment.



Our People
High Social Impact On and Off the Field
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César
"It has made me feel that I have done something important in the community by giving
opportunity to many people; mothers, heads of families have found opportunity here."
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People



Consuelo
"This is my second home; and that is why I care for it so much. Sometimes, when I am

at home, I want to come into Proají."
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People



Our Planet
Better Farming; Better World
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Our Good Agricultural Practices:
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Planet

Soil Analysis and Crop Rotation
Prior soil analysis allows us to find the best fit between the field and the pepper variety to be planted,

to lead to better yields. After harvesting, our crop rotation policy prevents soil depletion and reduces

the risk of an specific pest invasion occurring if the same crop is planted too many times over.

Fertilizer Program
We have put a Fertilizer Program in place that aims at always giving back to the earth the nutrients

we take during our harvest cycles. Our tailor-made fertilization plans for every plot targets specific

needs and keeps the fields as healthy as possible, which also prevent the use of agrochemicals.

Agrochemical Control and Supervision
We reduce and prevent consumer safety risks by complying with all MRL policies. Responsible input

use also prevents pest resistance to specific chemicals. 100% of fields in our smallholder farmer

network are routinely visited by our Agriculture Team to observe abstinence periods and management.

Friendly Pest Control
We use environmentally friendly practices to control plagues. Pheromones, microorganisms, and

adhesive surfaces of differing colors allows us to keep control of specific pests. Buffer areas are

observed as another preventive measure.



UCHU Indicator IRIS ID 2021

Smallholder farmers in network (individual) PI9991 549

Smallholder farmer family members supported with increased family incomes

(individual)
PD5752 2745

Full-time employees (individual) OI8869 117

Representation of women employees (percent) OI2444 47%

Area of hot pepper under cultivation (hectares) PI6796 1077

Area in network benefiting from fertilizer/input program (hectares) PI6796 444

Volume of inputs and fertilizers distributed (kilogram) PI6796 118,905

Value of inputs and fertilizers distributed (USD) PI7852 $105,020

Raw material purchased directly from smallholder farmers (kilogram) PI7852 1,988,563.38

Raw material purchased from cooperatives and indigenous farmer associations

(kilogram)
PI8418 62,128.64

Value of raw material purchased from smallholders (USD) PI7852 $1,712,706.63

Value of raw material purchased from cooperatives and indigenous famer associations

(USD)
PI7852 $67,028.28

Smallholder farmers with bank accounts (individual) PI2822 549
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We monitor, track and report

impact indicators published under

the IRIS registry, a catalog of

metrics used to measure social,

environmental, and financial

performance.



THE GLOBAL GOALS

Provide equal employment
and financing opportunities
to improve future income.

Regular training for both
collaborators and

smallholder farmers.
Education co-payment plan

for our collaborators.

Healthcare and life insurance
plans for all UCHU

collaborators. Preventative
health policies with hygiene

and health training.

Promote female
entrepreneurship through

direct financing. DEI
training program in place.

Board is 50% female.

Viable enterprises through
smallholder farmer

financing, support, and
training. Safe and secure

job opportunities..

Create safe spaces, open to
all collaborators, and

dedicated to the
development and transfer
of technology, know-how,

and innovation.

Efficient resource
management, reduction,
and reusage of process
waste. Constant GAP

training is in place to ensure
sustainable farming.

We work with partners
dedicated to the growth of
companies in developing
countries via high impact
social and environmental

projects. 18

We establish goals for responsible corporate governance, as well as positive social and

environmental impacts, which help ensure responsible growth and continue to generate benefits.






